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A Fast Sign Localization System Using

Discriminative Color Invariant Segmentation
G.P. Nguyen and H.J. Andersen

Abstract—Building intelligent traffic guide systems has been an
interesting subject recently. A good system should be able to observe
all important visual information to be able to analyze the context of
the scene. To do so, signs in general, and traffic signs in particular,
are usually taken into account as they contain rich information to
these systems. Therefore, many researchers have put an effort on
sign recognition field. Sign localization or sign detection is the most
important step in the sign recognition process. This step filters out
non informative area in the scene, and locates candidates in later
steps. In this paper, we apply a new approach in detecting sign
locations using a new color invariant model. Experiments are carried
out with different datasets introduced in other works where authors
claimed the difficulty in detecting signs under unfavorable imaging
conditions. Our method is simple, fast and most importantly it gives
a high detection rate in locating signs.

Keywords—Sign localization, color-based segmentation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the increasing demand for intelligent aid systems

with guidance to users, sign recognition has become a topic of

great interest. With sign recognition capability, many applica-

tions become feasible, for example, providing information for

driver by detecting traffic signs, and system for blind people

in navigating on the street, or tourist guidance systems using

information on visual signs.

Sign recognition is a very challenging task due to the vari-

eties of the recognition condition in reality such as different

viewpoints, different lightning and weather conditions (sunny,

cloudy, foggy, rainy etc.), or signs being partially occluded.

The success of the recognition step is strongly dependent on

the sign detection/localization step. Localization step restricts

the search area and should filer out non-sign regions and return

potential ones containing signs. Once the sign has been located

correctly, the recognition rate will increase. Moreover, being

able to localize the sign correctly also helps in speeding up

later step in many runtime applications.

In literature, detecting sign location can be classified into

two main approaches: shape-based approach and color-based

approach. Shape based approach usually first applies edge

detection algorithm to obtain an edge image, from there shape

information will be used to find certain object [7], [3], [14],

[8]. For example, in [3] the authors first apply Canny edge

detection, then they employ Hough transform to detect circular

and triangular shapes those are supposed to be traffic signs.

In [7] edges are extracted from the zero-crossing of a multi-

scale oriented B-spline wavelet representation, then a distance
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set filtering method is proposed to find an appropriate shape

that is best matched with a query one. Therefore, they have

difficulty when objects are occluded, or viewpoint changed

or appeared in a complex scene. The former will produce

unclosed shapes especially when a large part of these objects

are invisible. In the second case, shapes are distorted, hence

are easily misclassified. The last one introduces lots of noise to

the edge image, making it much more difficult for later steps in

finding the right shape of the objects. Color-based approaches

have been used very often as they are rotation invariant,

overcome the problem of partially occlusion and changing

viewpoint. However, colors are sensitive to lightning condition,

and illumination changes. To overcome this disadvantage, most

of existing works use color spaces that keep sign color almost

invariant. For instance, RGB and normalize color space rgb

are used in [1], modified RGB in [16], [11], CIELab is used

in [9], YCbCr in [2], YUV in [12], and HSI in [13], [10],

[15].

Fig. 1. Examples of signs in our search domain.

Though there are a lot of research works devoted to the

sign detection task, many issues are still open. First, the

detection of signs is usually treated in a narrow domain i.e.

limited types of signs are detected [2], [16], [11]. In [2], the

authors only concentrate on detecting speed limit traffic sign.

Triangular and circular signs with red color are detected in

[16]. Second, restriction and predefined parameters, those suit

to the context and location of the signs i.e. range of color,

geometric information, area around location of the signs, are

often used in most of the detection process. Examples can

be found in [16], [12], [11], [15]. In [16], the authors define
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TABLE I
SEVERAL COLOR MODELS AND THEIR INVARIANT UNDER DIFFERENT IMAGING CONDITIONS (+ DENOTES INVARIANT, AND - DENOTES SENSITIVITY).

Viewpoint surface illumination illumination illumination inter
direction orientation highlights direction intensity color reflection

RGB - - - - - - -
rgb + + - + + - -
H + + + + + - -

range of red color, and regions where sign should appear.

Grigorescu et al. in [7] consider sign appearance constraint

i.e reference object and object in the scene are approximately

the same. None of the existing methods works for general

sign detections. Therefore, we aim at developing a general

technique that detects signs location disregarding of their

appearance. We work on signs which may be a notice that

instructs, advises, informs or warns people. That includes

traffic signs, street sign names, text description under traffic

signs etc. In other words, our localization domain is broader

which allows for applications with more generalized purposes.

In this broad domain, signs can appear with any colors,

and shapes as shown in figure 1 for example. Hence, shape

based approaches are not a suitable solution. Signs are usually

designed in such a way that they can be distinguishably

noticed by their color. These signs, in general, have a common

character that they contain a solid color background, and

with texts or figures with different colors displayed on them.

Because of this property, color segmentation is an appropriate

approach to detect candidate regions that may contain signs.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section,

we first give an overview of existing color based method in

detecting signs. Then, in section II-B we describe a technique

using a new color model in [4]. From there, we present

our approach to find the location of signs in section II-C.

Experiments are carried out in section III. The datasets used

for the experiment are selected from [16], [7] in which they

are claimed to be difficult to detect. Finally, conclusions are

given in section IV.

II. SIGN DETECTION USING COLOR SEGMENTATION

A. Related work

Signs can appear under different imaging conditions such

as illumination, shading, and highlight. For instance, a red

object, which is partly under the sun and the other part is in

a shade, should be observed as a unique object. This means

that a color chosen for segmentation should be invariant under

varying viewing conditions.

As mentioned above, different color spaces are used to

segment images to find potential area that may contain signs

[1], [12], [16], [11], [10], [13], [15]. In [1], apart from RGB,

the authors applied the normalized channels rgb and the gray

channel (R+G+B)/3. Modified RGB is used in [16], [11] to

define the range of color that they interested in, for instance,

in [16] they define the range of red color to find areas contain

warning and forbidding traffic signs, or red, white and black

in [11]. The HSI color space is the most commonly used in

color segmentation [10], [13], [15].

Overview on color invariance can be found in [5], [6], [4].

In these references, the authors present an extensively research

with different color models regarding their invariance property

to various imaging condition. Table I is a re-draw of the

comparisons given in these references. From their conclusions,

RGB is invariant to all conditions namely viewing direction,

surface orientation, highlights, illumination direction, illumi-

nation intensity, illumination color, and inter-reflection. While

Hue is only sensitive to illumination color and inter-reflection.

This also explains why Hue is used very often when detecting

signs in existing methods.

Moreover, in [4], the authors provide different classes of

color invariants under three independent assumption regarding

the imaging conditions 1) white or colored illumination, 2)

matte, dull object or general object, and 3) uniformly stained

object or generally colored object. They provide a set of photo-

metric invariant derivative filters which uses them for invariant

edge detection. A discriminative power is used to investigate

the invariance of different color classes. The discriminative

power is the number of colors which can be discriminated

from one another in a color system of 1000 colors. It is

proved in the reference that with its insensitivity to different

imaging conditions, H gives the lowest discriminative power.

However, low discriminative power color class does not give

a good segmentation. An example is shown in figure 2. In this

examples, we have tested different color classes in [4] with

an input image that contains a sign with red color border,

and background is a red panel. Low discriminative power

color class groups the back ground and the object border

into a unique region. The example also show that highest

discriminative power namely Ew (measure of spectral edge

strength) and Ww (measure of color edge strength) detect all

edges. Therefore, a high discriminative power class should be

chosen to distinguish signs from the background. But these

color classes are sensitivities to all imaging condition. This

raises the difficulty with locating signs that are mainly placed

in an outdoor environment.

To satisfy both the invariant property and high discrimi-

native power, we employ a color class dichromatic invariant

Cw (measure of chromatic edge strength). It is proved in the

reference that Cw gives high discriminative power and in the

mean time invariant to several imaging conditions such as

viewing direction, surface orientation, illumination direction,

and illumination intensity. In the next section, we will give a

brief description of image segmentation using this chromatic

color class.
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Fig. 2. An example of edge segmentation illustrating the discriminative power. Hue gives the worst segmentation (The input image is taken from [17]).

B. Chromatic edge detection

Given an input image captured by a RGB-camera, the RGB

image is first converted to a Gaussian color model as follows:
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where Ê, Êλ, Êλλ denote the first three components of the

Gaussian color model. We obtain E,Eλ, Eλλ of Ê, Êλ, Êλλ

at the give scale σ (the value of σ is set as suggested in the

reference, σ = 2.0). From there, the first spatial and second

spectral order expressions are computed by:

Cλλ =
Eλλ

E
,Cλx =

EλxE − EλEx

E2
, Cλλx =

EλλxE − EλλEx

E2
.

where Ex, Eλx, Eλλx are differential to x of E,Eλ, Eλλ,

respectively. The same is applied to differentiation of y yields

Cλy, Cλλy . Finally, we calculate the total edge strength de-

noted as Cw:

Cw =
√

C2

λx + C2

λλx + C2

λy + C2

λλy
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original frame original frame original frame original frame original frame

Cw − chromatic edges / shadow invariant Cw − chromatic edges / shadow invariant Cw − chromatic edges / shadow invariant Cw − chromatic edges / shadow invariant Cw − chromatic edges / shadow invariant

Fig. 3. An example of edge segmentation with Cw . The first row contains original images. The second row shows the corresponding edge segmentation
image.

Figure 3 shows some examples of segmentation using chro-

matic edge detection. The brightness indicates edge strength.

C. Sign localization

After calculating the chromatic edge strength image, in this

section, we will allocate signs location. We note that signs

in our search domain usually appear with a color on the

background and contain text or figures with different color.

Most of the signs contains a border with color different from

the color of the signs background. For examples, some traffic

warning signs and prohibitory signs have a red color border,

white background and with or without black color text/figure

(figure 4). Based on this color distribution property of signs,

we propose an approach to locate candidate regions as follows.

Fig. 4. Examples of signs appearance: with/without border, plain background
color, with/without text/figure with different color from the background.

First, a threshold is applied to the given chromatic edge

image. This step will filter out all weak edges. The threshold

is set to 0.02 with the value of σ = 2.0 as stated in the

previous section. A binary edge image is obtained. Then, all

closed edges are filled. The filled image will be subtract with

the edge image. At this point, we get a segmented image. The

system removes small regions which have border length less

than 50 pixels. Remaining regions are candidate ones which

are locations of signs. Figure 5 demonstrates the whole process

we have described above.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To test our system, we collect two different image sets.

These datasets are collected from [7], [16]. In [7], the authors

provide a set of 48 traffic sign images. In this set, two

different traffic signs are captured in complex scenes. The

authors first apply edge detection to get an edge image, then

a shape matching method is used to extract signs region.

The computation for shape matching is rather expensive. In

[16], the authors claim that they work with difficult images

where traffic signs appear under unfavorable conditions such

as viewpoints, and weather conditions (rainy, sunny). We

randomly select 60 images out of 167 images for our test.

For the ground-truth, we manually label all images. This

means that for each image, we point out which sign locations

should be detected. We note here that we only consider signs

that have border lengths that are not too short i.e. signs are

not too small. In our experiment, we set this threshold by 50

pixels. This setting is reasonable as in reality user can not read

and distinguish signs that are too far i.e. appear in small sizes.

Evaluation is carried out by observing all the final seg-

mented images. We count the number of correct sign locations

Nc, the number of unlocated signs (missed signs) Nu, and the

total number of segmented regions for each image Nr. From

these values, we calculate the precision and recall:

recall =
Nc

Nc + Nu
,

precision =
Nc

Nr
.

In table II, we report the performance of the detecting

system with the two datasets. The first collum shows the total

number of signs that are detected correctly. The second collum

shows the total number of missed signs. And the last collum

shows the total number of segmented regions for each dataset.

Results show that, on average, the system locates two

regions per image in both datasets. With the dataset 1, we

get 79% recall and precision is 60%. With the dataset 2,

the system returns 80% corrrect signs, and achieves 71% in
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Fig. 5. An example of the whole process in locating signs. The first row is an input image. The second row shows sign localization process with our
approach using chromatic edge segmentation. For comparison, we test with using Hue color segmentation. Results are shown in the last row. From left to
right: chromatic edge images, binary edge images, filled images, final segmented images.

TABLE II
AVERAGED EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH THE TWO GIVEN DATASETS.

♯ correct signs ♯ unlocated sign ♯ segmented regions

dataset 1 49 13 82
dataset 2 96 23 135

precision. For the dataset 2, it is reported in the reference

[7] that all the signs was correctly detected. In [16], with

their method, the authors achieved 93% in recall and 78%

in precision. In this dataset, only triangular signs are detected

under number of restrictions using property of this specific

type of sign. With our simple approach and especially no-

restriction is involved in the localization process, our system

performance is a success. Besides, as we detect different types

of signs, we believe that applying the same restrictions in

[16] or complicated method in [7] as supplement step, we

can improve the detection rate much higher for a specific type

of sign. Moreover, another important factor in our system is

speed. All computation and processing takes about 1

5
second

per image on average. With this property, the system can be

easily employed in a runtime application.

Figure 6 shows some examples of our detection results.

Rectangles mark regions located by the system. In these

examples, we show some difficult cases such as weather

conditions (rainy), different lightning condition (dark light

source, sunny, cloudy), blurring images, viewpoint changes.

It is observed that our method is rather flexible, and capable

of locating signs under different imaging conditions. Since a

closed boundary is needed for the filling step, out approach

failed to locate signs that are partially occluded. However, the

performance can be enhanced by applying the method to a

sequence of images instead of a single image, so that the sign

is first located when it is not occluded, then a tracking system

traces it through out the sequence.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a new system for detecting

sign location. Using a new color model in [4] for segmentation,

we are able to locate the sign region successfully. This new

color model has its advantage over the most common used

color model Hue such that it provides a higher discrimi-

native power and invariant to different imaging conditions.

Our segmentation method can be applied to detect different

signs disregarding of theirs appearances in colors and shapes.

Experimental results show that our system provides a high

recognition rate. Moreover, due to the simplicity in localiza-

tion, the processing time has been reduced significantly. We

believe that with the processing time in a fraction of second

our method can be used in any reality applications such as

traffic guidance, or tourist guidance system, etc..
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Fig. 6. Some examples of the experimental results using proposed sign localization method.
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